ABSTRACT
This paper examines differences between wireless ultra wideband radio channels when various test persons are measured. The work bases on static on-body measurements conducted in an anechoic chamber at the frequency range of 2-8 GHz by using a vector network analyzer. Three male and one female test persons were measured. The study was repeated by using two different planar antenna types: dipole and double loop that were attached to four antennas positions on the body. From the resulted frequency domain data, the corresponding time-domain channel impulse responses (CIRs) were solved. First, the path losses of the first arriving paths were compared. Depending on the link type, the path losses behaved differently between the test persons. The average path loss exponent was noted to decrease as the body size increased. The results of the male and female with the same body sizes are similar. Secondly, the excess delays of the CIRs were found out. The excess delay increases with larger body sizes among the males. The female has similar result as the largest male. The dipole antenna has, on the average, longer excess delay than the double loop. Finally, the examination of the cross-correlations between the channels show higher values as the body size is increased. No difference exists between the genders with the same body sizes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For quite a long time, a discussion of using wireless body area network (WBAN) communications in the medical field has existed. The interest is increasing, as the mean age of population in many developed countries is constantly growing [1,2]. This forces the nations to organize their medical operations in a more cost effective way. WBAN technologies enable the use of various sensors on the person’s body (on-body), in the vicinity of it (off-body) or inside the body (in-body) [3]. They ease the work load of the medical staff by enabling, e.g., the remote monitoring of the patients either in hospitals or homes. The latter gives the opportunity for the patients to live longer in their familiar environment increasing their quality of lives. The non-existence of wires is convenient for both the patients and the medical staff.

One highly suitable solution for short range communications, as in WBANs, is the ultra wideband (UWB) technique. In 2012, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) published a standard called IEEE 802.15.6 [4]. In it, the impulse radio UWB technique is defined to be the mandatory physical layer waveform to be used in WBANs in the frequency bands of 3.2448-4.7424 GHz and 6.24-10.2336 GHz.

The variances in the on-body UWB channels between different test persons are examined in this paper. The results are based on static frequency domain measurements done with a vector network analyzer (VNA) in an anechoic chamber in the frequency range of 2-8 GHz. Four test persons are under examination: one female and three males. The work was repeated by using two different planar antenna types: dipole and double loop antennas. The measurement data is post-processed to obtain the corresponding time-domain channel impulse responses (CIRs), out of which the differences in the attenuation of the first arriving path, the slope of the CIR decay and the CIR excess delays were solved. Also the path loss characteristics are evaluated. The work is a part of a larger UWB WBAN research initiative, whose other results are reported in [5-7].

2. MEASUREMENT SETUP
The test persons were located in a 60 m² large electromagnetic compatibility room, in which an anechoic chamber with a floor size of 245 cm by 365 cm was formed by using movable absorber blocks. The measured persons were wearing cotton T-shirts and jeans, whereas shoes, rings, belts, glasses and other easily undressable articles containing metal were removed.

The utilized VNA type was Rohde & Schwarz ZVA8 with four test ports. Eight meters long Huber + Suhner SUCOFLEX 104PEA measurement cables were connected to the ports enabling the placement of the VNA outside the chamber. The device was controlled by a laptop using LabVIEW software. One hundred consecutive frequency sweeps containing 1601 frequency points were recorded for each link, and both the forward and reverse links were stored. The transmit power of the VNA was set to a value of +10 dBm. The measurement setup is elaborated more in [5,6]. The planar dipole and double loop antennas used in the work are shown in Fig. 1, where the ruler scale is in centimeters.
Their structures, dimensions and performances are described in detail in [8,9].

3. CONDUCTED MEASUREMENTS

3.1 Test Persons
The three male test persons were selected to represent different heights in order to be able to compare the effect of different body dimensions. The fourth female test person was selected to have similar height with one of the males in order to compare the effect of the gender. The parameters describing the test persons are gathered in Table 1. The body mass index (BMI) $B$ is calculated based on the person’s height and mass by using the formula

$$B = \frac{m}{h^2},$$

where $m$ is the mass in kilograms and $h$ is the height in meters [10]. Test person A was in his late twenties, test persons B and D in their mid-thirties and test person C in his late forties at the time of the measurements.

3.2 Measured Radio Links
Four antenna locations on the test persons’ bodies shown in Fig. 2 were selected. The frequency responses between the antennas were measured. On the frontal body, spots on the abdomen (AB), on the right wrist (RW) and left ankle (LA) are visible. On the back side of the body, the spot on the lumbar region on the back (BA) was selected. The spot (LA) is the same as seen on the frontal body figure. Between the antennas and the body, pieces of material called ROHACELL 31 HF [11] with a thickness of 20 mm were installed. This material has air-like electrical characteristics ($\varepsilon_r = 1.05 \times 2.5$ GHz, $1.043 \times 5$ GHz, $1.046 \times 10$ GHz) and its purpose was to keep the antenna-body distance constant, as well as to minimize the body effect on the antenna characteristics. Since four positions were selected, both forward and reverse channels were measured, and each channel was swept 100 times, the number of channel frequency responses for the data analysis was 2400 for both antenna types. All antenna attachments were also photographed for further verifications of the measurement results.

4. DATA POST-PROCESSING
The measured data describing the scattering parameters $S_{21}$ of the radio links were post-processed with the MATLAB software. The frequency domain data was transformed into time domain CIRs by using the complex baseband inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) method [12], i.e., the IFFT algorithm was applied directly to the complex frequency domain data resulting complex CIRs to be used in the data analysis. No windowing functions were used. The achieved time resolution is the inverse of the measurement bandwidth 6 GHz: $\Delta t = 0.167$ ns.

5. RESULTS

5.1 First Arriving Paths
From the retrieved CIRs, the path losses of the first arriving signals were found out for each link. Based on the arrival time of the first arriving path, the corresponding distance was solved assuming that the signal is travelling at the speed of the light in the air, $c$. An interesting aspect must be considered when using this method for the distance extraction. Namely, when the VNA is calibrated, the zero time delay plane is transferred to the open ends of the measurement cables. When the antennas are attached to the cables, the signal has to travel in the antenna structure before entering into the air. This causes delay due to the antennas’ physical dimensions. Secondly, the propagation speed in the antenna structure is [13]

$$v = \frac{c}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_r}},$$

where $\varepsilon_r$ is the relative permittivity of the substrate of the antennas, i.e., lower than the velocity of light. These two factors present both at the transmit and the receive antennas, have the effect that the distances appear to be longer than in reality. The distance errors must be compensated, since it may have significant influence on the results in short radio links, as is the case with on-body communications. The error correction for the antennas used in this work is explained in detail in [5], where the mean errors were found to be 90 mm and 109 mm for the dipole and double loop antenna pairs, respectively.

In [5], path loss models using the same antennas as was used here were solved according to the equation:

$$PL(d) = PL(d_0) + 10n \log_{10} \left(\frac{d}{d_0}\right) + S \text{ [dB]},$$

where $n$ is the path loss exponent, $d_0$ the reference distance, and $S$ the shadowing term.

![Figure 1. The dipole (left) and double loop (right) antennas.](image)

![Figure 2. The selected antenna positions.](image)
where $PL$ is the path loss in dB at a distance of $d$, $PL(d_0)$ is the path loss at the reference distance $d_0$, $n$ is the path loss exponent and $S$ is a random scattering term with a standard deviation of $\sigma$. The values of $n = 3.3$ and $2.7$, $PL(d_0) = 31.6$ dB and $39.8$ dB whereas $\sigma = 12.8$ dB and $13.8$ dB were found out for the dipole and double loop antennas, respectively. For $d_0$, a value of $50$ mm was used. After solving the link distances from the CIRs in this paper, the path losses predicted by (3) were calculated.

Fig. 3 shows the results for the dipole antenna for different persons by applying the ideas of quantile-quantile (QQ) plots [14]. The graphs in Fig. 3 are not true QQ plots, since they do not base on distributions as the classical QQ plots. However, these QQ-like plots provide a convenient and illustrative tool to examine how the measured data follows the mathematical model. In the horizontal axis, the path loss values are calculated using (3) whereas the vertical axis shows the measured values. The blue line describes the case, if the measured values were exactly the same as predicted by (3) assuming $S = 0$. The dotted black lines denote the limits for $\sigma$.

The measured data follows the mathematical model. In the upper plot and the distances below. The link distances increase as the body size of the test person is increased. The path losses do not show a common trend. For example, for the AB-BA, RW-LA and LA-BA links the loss decreases as the body size is increased for the persons A, B and C. With the LA-BA-link, the opposite is true. Similar types of observations are reported in [15]. The comparison between genders, i.e., persons A and D, shows higher loss for the female in the links LA-BA and AB-LA explained by the differences of the body shapes and compositions of the genders as the signal is travelling along the body surface. For the link AB-RW on the other hand, the loss is approximately the same since the signal travels mainly in the air experiencing similar propagation conditions for both genders.

Fig. 6 shows the corresponding results for the double loop. They in general follow the same patterns as with Fig. 5. For AB-LA and LA-BA, the loss increases as the body size is increased for the males, for the RW-LA it is decreased. The AB-RW shows no noticeable difference between the body sizes or genders. The path loss differences between the test persons are typically roughly within $10$ dB and at the maximum within $20$ dB.

Fig. 7 shows the results when the distance dependency of the path losses is removed by solving the model in (3) by inserting the measured values of $d$ and $PL(d)$, the modelled path loss exponents from [5] is shown for both antennas. It can be noted by comparisons of Figs. 5, 6 and 7 that if the persons are listed in an ascending order of measured values of $n$ and the measured absolute path losses, the order is for most of the links the same. This means, that the variance in the results between the persons originates mostly from the differences in the body shapes, compositions and body postures. The links AB-BA and RW-BA show high exponent values, due to the creeping wave propagation around the body curvature and strong shadowing, respectively. Table 2 shows the average values for the path loss exponents for different propagation mechanisms as creeping waves, diffraction and waves travelling in air. The body shapes vary between the sizes and the gender of the persons. Finally, it is very difficult to place the persons in exactly similar body postures, causing large differences in shadowing, especially for the links with an antenna on the wrist and ankle.

The bar diagrams in Fig. 5 describe the measured path losses and the corresponding link distances for the dipole antennas. The link acronyms between the subplots refer both to the path losses in the upper plot and the distances below. The link distances increase as the body size of the test person is increased. The path losses do not show a common trend. For example, for the AB-BA, RW-LA and LA-BA links the loss decreases as the body size is increased for the persons A, B and C. With the LA-BA-link, the opposite is true. Similar types of observations are reported in [15]. The comparison between genders, i.e., persons A and D, shows higher loss for the female in the links LA-BA and AB-LA explained by the differences of the body shapes and compositions of the genders as the signal is travelling along the body surface. For the link AB-RW on the other hand, the loss is approximately the same since the signal travels mainly in the air experiencing similar propagation conditions for both genders.

**Figure 3.** QQ-like plots for the dipole antenna.

**Figure 4.** QQ-like plots for the double loop antenna.
both antennas. The average exponent is noted to decrease as the body size is increased between the persons A, B and C. The male-female comparison, A vs. D, shows that no difference exists in $n$ between the genders with similar body sizes. However, as noted above, differences in separate links do exist.

5.2 Excess Delays

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has set an upper limit of $-41.3$ dBm/MHz for the power spectral density between the frequency band of 3.1-10.6 GHz for indoor communications [16]. In the IEEE standard [4], a single UWB channel is defined to have a bandwidth of 499.2 MHz. Therefore the maximum transmit power within a single channel is limited to $-14.3$ dBm. The same standard sets the receiver sensitivity demand to be $-76...-91$ dBm depending on the selected data rate for an on-off keyed UWB system. The values assume a 10 dB noise figure and 5 dB implementation loss. Should the noise figures and implementation losses be smaller than these, an additional 5 dB margin is applied in the excess delay analysis. As a result, the threshold for the maximum allowable path loss is set to $-82$ dB, as was done in [7]. The excess delays of the measured channels are solved from the average CIRs. Fig. 8 shows the number of taps in the CIRs describing the excess delay for each antenna, link, and person. It is noted that also here a large variation exists depending on the link and person under consideration. In the link AB-BA, the number of CIR taps is zero describing the case when no signal was detected above the threshold level of $-82$ dB. The same applies to the RW-LA link for the persons A and D with the dipole, to the RW-BA link for the person A with both antennas and for the person B with the dipole. Especially the AB-BA channel seems to be useless for a communication unless, e.g., relaying technique is applied. Very bad links have longer excess delays with larger males than small. In the gender comparison, A vs. D, longer excess delays are noted for the female in seven cases, in three cases the male’s CIRs have more taps. In the cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Person</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dipole</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Loop</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of RW-BA (dipole) and RW-LA (dipole and loop) the link is operable with the female, but not with the male. The results depend heavily on the body postures, as noted with the first path analysis. The mean values of CIR tap numbers calculated from Fig. 8 are 3.5, 3.8, 4.8 and 4.8 for the persons A, B, C and D, respectively. Thus a comparison between the males results longer excess delays as the person size increases. On the other hand, the female has similar result with the largest male. Comparison between the antennas gives mean CIR tap values 5.2 and 4.2 for the dipole and double loop. On the average, the dipole results longer CIR above the detection threshold.

5.3 Channel Correlations

Cross-correlations (CC) between the channel pairs were calculated by using the equation [17]

\[ h_h(l) = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} h(n)h(n-l), \]  

where \( l = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots \) and \( h \) and \( h \) are the CIRs of the two channels. The CIRs were aligned in time so that the first arriving path is the first sample in each CIR. The CIRs were cut to the length of 50 samples. The energy of the CIRs was normalized to unity, thus giving the maximum value of one for a CC. From the resulting cross-correlation function, the maximum value was selected to represent the correlation. The CCs were solved for all link pair combinations, 15 altogether, that are listed in Table 3. From the practical perspective, the pairs 1, 2 and 6 may be the most interesting, since quite often it is assumed that AB would be the central node through which all other nodes communicate. For a larger view, all CCs were found out.

Fig. 9 presents the CCs for all link pairs, persons and both antennas. A rough division into two categories is noted: in general, the link pairs 2, 6, 10, 11 and 12 show a lower correlation level, under 0.7, than the rest of the cases. However, all these cases contain the link AB-BA, which was noted to be unsuitable for use in Fig. 8 due to too high path loss. Therefore, although low correlation values would be beneficial, e.g., at applying ideas of the spatial diversity, in this case the link pairs with low CC values are in practice unusable.

Table 4 shows the result when the differences of the CCs are calculated between different pairs of persons based on Fig. 9. For instance, the case A vs. B is obtained by subtracting the CCs of the person A from the CCs of the person B for each link pair. Then the numbers of positive and negative values are summed up. For A vs. B it is noted that the values are mostly positive. Thus, the larger test person has higher CC values than the smaller one. This is verified by the case A vs. C. The case B vs. C shows much more evenly distributed signs especially for the dipole antenna, since the relative body size difference between B and C is much smaller than with A vs. B. The gender comparison A vs. D results a similar kind of observation: the test persons have similar body sizes thus giving evenly distributed signs, especially for the dipole. The gender seems not to have a clear effect on the CCs.

### 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The effect of the human body size and gender on the UWB on-body WBAN radio channels was examined. The work is based on static frequency domain measurements at 2-8 GHz frequency range in an anechoic chamber using three male test persons and one female. The measurements were repeated by using two antenna types: dipole and double loop. The data was post-processed to obtain the time-domain CIRs for the analysis.

Firstly, the first arriving paths of the CIRs were investigated. A previously developed path loss model and the measured values were compared. It was noted that for the female, the results obeyed the model best. No clear difference between the males was noted. The double loop results followed the path loss model better than the dipole case. The comparison of the measured absolute path losses showed large variations between the links and persons. In some cases the increasing body size caused an increase in the path loss, in some cases the opposite. This is explained by the heterogeneity of the links, having different signal propagation mechanisms and also differences in body postures during the measurements. When the distance dependency in the path losses was removed, it was noted that the variance of the results between the persons originated mostly from the differences between the
body shapes, postures and compositions: The differences in the link distances between the persons with different body sizes did not have as large effect. Examination of the path loss exponents showed a decrease as the body size was increased. No difference existed between the genders with the same body sizes.

Secondly, the excess delays of the CIRs were solved out. It was noted, that the link between the abdomen and back is unusable for communication unless, e.g., relaying techniques is used. The largest observed value of the excess delay was 12 taps. The mean value of the taps was noted to increase as the body size increases among the males. The result of the female had similar value as the largest male. Comparison between the antennas showed longer excess delay for the dipole antenna.

Thirdly, the cross-correlations between the CIRs were solved by forming 15 combinations of link pairs. On the average the correlation values increased with the larger body size. No difference was noted between the genders of the same size.

The results varied heavily between the channels since the link types and the propagation mechanisms are different. Also the limb positions and the body shapes have a strong effect on the observations. As a further work, more measurements are needed with a larger number of test persons and measurement points to average out the effect of variations in the channel conditions.
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